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In recent years, with the increasing enrollment scales in universities, the need to 
manage all sorts of students' information is also in constant increase. So, based on the 
traditional database students' information management system have already can't cope 
with changing information needs, thus proposed based on data warehouse students' 
information management system. Based on data warehouse students' information 
management  system can  not  only  solve  the  system constantly  expansibility,  but  also  
provide good analysis capabilities for decision makers. 
    Firstly, this paper introduces Research background, significance and status of 
based on data warehouse students' information management system and specifically 
designed the system to conduct a feasibility analysis, system architecture. Secondly, 
the system was further detailed needs analysis, including system requirements 
description, user role analysis, system working process, and so on. Thirdly, using 
object-oriented analysis and design methods design the general of the system and 
module, including user login module, grade management module, grade analysis 
module function modules, and present the data warehouse design, giving snowflakes 
model of data warehouse design. Last, Give the system realization processes, function 
interface, and the system is summarized and prospect. 
    In this paper the principle and implementation of system is described in detail, 
especially the data warehouse technology successful application of the information 
management system having higher application value. Using data warehouse 
technology is the current development trend, which provides very good technical 
support for expansion, system management. 
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